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Tree
- Selection
- works like standard windows tree control
- single selection by single click, browsing by keypad arrows
- expand/collapse of folder by double-click or click on +/- sign
- multiple selection by Ctrl/Shift + click
- multiple selection is adjusted in order to contain items of single type (you can click on
some region and that shift+click on a region in different folder - all regions between will be
selected but not folders and other items)
- if you have multiple selection and click on some selected item, other items will not be
unselected
- Arrangment
- You can move items by drag-and-drop with mouse. Only one item can be dragged now
- If you hold Shift or Ctrl during drop, item will be copied
- You can move (reorder) selected items within a folder by pressing Alt + arrows. This
works for multiple selection
- You can cut/copy/paste (multiple) selection. Tip: Items are copied into clipboard as text in
same format that is used for saving to files. You can alter text in a notepad before paste back
or used its data in other software

Graphs
- Zoom
- Zoom - zoom a region of graph by click and drag a rectangle by mouse. You must start in
upper-left corner and go down and right
- Unzoom - zoom to fit all displayed data by dragging in opposite direction - anywhere in
graph from down-right to up-left
- Pan - if graph is zoomed you can catch it by right mouse button and move
- Range - used to define a part of a wave for subsequent processing, e.g. area and
background computing, fitting, export, etc.
- If displayed wave(s) has defined range and can be modified, range borders are displayed
by black vertical lines with hatching
- You can move with a border by dragging and holding Ctrl key
- If you hold Ctrl and Shift it will move both borders simultaneously
- Graph can have a Set range button nearby for other range manipulations
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